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It is almost exactly one year since the environmental science
and engineering community lost one of its preeminent

leaders, James (Jim) Morgan (1932−2020). This special issue
honors Jim’s many contributions to our field, especially his
service as the founding editor of this journal and his
mentorship of many doctoral students, postdoctoral research-
ers, and other junior colleagues. Jim’s generous mentorship was
legendary and this collection of solicited papers can give only a
hint of his broad influence on his junior colleagues.
In September 2020, two of us (M.R.H. and J.G.H.) were

invited by the ES&T Editor in Chief, Julie Zimmerman, to
solicit manuscripts for this special issue. We initially focused on
Jim’s former doctoral students and postdoctoral advisees but,
of course, could not include them all (see complete list in
Hering et al.). A few other invited authors reflect the broader
legacy of Jim’s direct academic descendants. Of course, there
are many others who could have made valuable contributions
in Jim’s honor.
With the submission of manuscripts, ES&T Associate

Editors Alexandria (Ali) Boehm and Jorge Gardea-Torresdey
took on the primary responsibility of editorial handling. All
four of us would like to thank the reviewers, other participating
Associate Editors, and the authors for expediting the process to
allow the timely publication of this special issue.
The special issue includes four perspective articles that

reflect on Jim’s personal engagement with his colleagues
(Schnoor), his intellectual legacy (Hering et al.), and the
influence of one of Jim’s signature accomplishmentsthe
renowned book Aquatic Chemistry coauthored by Werner
Stummin China (Wang) and on the broader understanding
of elemental cycling from 1970 to the current day (Dzombak
and Gorman). Ten research articles examine topics related to
Jim’s interests, including the redox chemistry of manganese
(Morgan† et al. and Namgung and Lee), iron (Gu et al., Chen
at al.) and lead (Pan et al.), the behavior of mercury in the
atmosphere (Shah et al.) and organic aerosols (Qin et al.), the
mobilization of elements (Rue and McKnight) and their
signature in the fossil record (Erel et al.), and the influence of
speciation on oxyanion reactivity (Liao and Stone). Lastly, one
viewpoint addresses environmental ethics (Pankow).
The invited articles in this special issue have been published

open access thanks to the generosity of ACS Publishing and
the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology
(Eawag). We hope that this open access publication will enable
broader readership and increase the impact of these articles.
While acknowledging the challenges that open access poses for
publishers, we encourage the environmental science and
engineering community to recognize the value of open access
publishing, which is being widely supported by funding

agencies and foundations (see, e.g., https://www.coalition-s.
org/).
In closing, we benefitted immensely from Jim’s mentorship

and wise counsel during the early stages of our academic
careers. Jim was a caring mentor, father confessor, tennis
player, basketball player, jokester, punster, lover of Joyce,
master of Latin, teacher, poet, philosopher, husband, father of
six, and a “Doktorvater” to many. Jim was willing to take on the
challenge of being the founding editor of ES&T even though,
in 1966, he was a nontenured associate professor in his second
year at Caltech. During his time at the Editor-in-Chief of
ES&T (1967−1975), Jim also served as the Caltech Executive
Officer of Environmental Engineering Science and as the Dean
of Students. The accompanying photograph from 1972 shows
Jim in his role as a consummate teacher, who conscientiously
rewrote his Aquatic Chemistry lectures by hand before each
class. He refused to keep his written notes from one year to the
next to keep his lectures stimulating and timely. He was a
master at multitasking. With this special issue, we honor Jim
and his numerous contributions as an editor, academic
administrator, professor, intellectual leader, and special friend.

Jim Morgan in his office in 1972. (Courtesy of the Caltech
Archives. Photographer: John Lumb)
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